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“In effect, I am entombed in a corpse." 
Aims and ambition  
Fossil is a film that seeks to visualise physical and emotional 
suffocation. 
 
This film seeks to utilize some of the product elements of carcass to 
eventually support the chances of that film being made.  
It will utilize prosthetic work, visual effects, a built set and significant 
set dressing for mise-en-scene purposes. I have provisionally sourced 
via my Production Designer’s David Allen’s contacts, prosthetic 
expertise and action props from BBC1 continuing drama Holby City. 
Fossil will also act as a portfolio piece for myself as Writer/Director and 
speak to my ability to create engaging, unique, distinctive work. 
I imagine the duration is six to ten minutes. 
 
Synopsis 
While undergoing an operation Shannay is subjected to Anaesthesia 
Awareness. She is awake but immobilized during the operation. 
Anaesthesia Awareness is something that less than 1% of Patients 
experience but it does happen. The following URL’s are links to some 
specific cases. 
http://primal-page.com/surgery.htm 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m1511/is_v7/ai_4332814 
 
Awake (UK release April 2008) has Anaesthesia Awareness as it’s 
central plot device. That film was poorly reviewed as a standard thriller 
with Anaesthesia Awareness simply as a plot hook. I use it as a 
metaphor. It’s a really big difference.  
 
Key character 
Shannay-47. Shannay has Fibroids. Although her doctor’s doesn’t 
agree Shannay knows it was due to the loss of her son, Tom who 
drowned in Thailand eight years ago. She is undergoing an exploratory 
operation to clean up the cancer cells and take a general look-see. 
Prose storyline 
Shannay lies on the table. She is intubated. Tape covers her eyes.  
Shannay lies on the table and as the operation begins she is aware 
that the anaesthetic hasn’t worked. 
Despite the muscle relaxant administered she tries to attract their 
attention. Her physical jerks are put down to involuntary physical 
jerks. The operation continues. 
Shannay has to enter into her own world to stay calm.  
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Coming back from taking the boys to school, of course I noticed the 
clouds…they’re everywhere today. But, then I saw something in the 
middle of all the dark clouds that took my breath. Through a little 
section of the darkness, the sunrays were coming through…piercing 
the darkness. The light was streaming through like ribbons of hope. It 
reminded me that just because I can’t always see the sun, that doesn’t 
mean it’s not there…just beyond the clouds. 
“Vital signs show some need of monitoring”. The voice brings back the 
reality.I could not breathe or move. I tried to relax so the machine 
could breathe for me. 
My eyes have medical tape over them, and I feel their pressure as 
they "Cut deeper, pull harder", the incisions, the moving of bone 
fragments, the hardware being put in but I can move the pain away. I 
have practice. 
A waterfall runs and Shannay uses a key to try to ‘unlock’ the water 
running down. 
The doctors cut two 50p-sized holes in my stomach. They then push 
the camera into me to start the exploration. 
I imagine what they see. My heart made of stone. Inside it a solitary 
bonsai tree, green, alive grows, is protected. 
My intestines are twisted shards of rusting metal. Surely the monitor 
must show this? 
I am smothered. I can’t sleep. I am hot. I shower. The water needs to 
be hotter. 
I collect newspaper cuttings of ‘the incident’ as they refer to it. Is that 
my son?  As I call I flick through the Thai-English dictionary.  
The conveyor belt I stand on is going nowhere. I run I don’t move. I 
stop and years somehow progress. I can’t lie down, I can’t sleep. I 
sprint and go nowhere. 
All is black and yet some lights, brilliant relentless light pierces that 
darkness. “Mum!!!” 
 “She’s going into cardiac arrest.” 
The heart machine flat-lines.  
In my dream I am a fluent Thai speaker. I am at his imagined 
graveside, which I construct there and then. Stone, and earth and 
flowers. His picture. I say a prayer as I imagine Tom full of hope. 
The doctors injected me with adrenaline. 
My last memory.  
I hear the machine start to jump, and know my heart is beating again 
and for a moment I am sad. 
 
“In effect, I am entombed in a corpse." 


